Utilization of real-time PCR to detect Rangifer Cornu contamination in Cervi Parvum Cornu.
Cervi parvum cornu (CPC) is a well-known ethnopharmacological source, whereas Rangifer cornu (RC) is not considered to be a major source. CPC is distributed in sliced form. Addition of RC to CPC has become an issue in CPC distribution because the appearance of sliced RC is not different from sliced CPC. Therefore, a real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method was developed in this study to detect contaminating RC in CPC. The C-VIC and R-FAM primer/probe sets were designed to specifically amplify CPC and RC DNA, respectively. The specificities and sensitivities of real-time PCR using two primer/probe sets and the applicability of the real-time PCR to powder mixtures, which involved mixtures of powdered CPC and powdered RC in diverse ratios, were evaluated. Real-time PCR using C-VIC and R-FAM primer/probe sets specifically and sensitively amplified both CPC and RC DNA. Furthermore, real-time RCR sensitively detected RC DNA in the powder mixtures of CPC and RC. These results indicate that this real-time PCR method using two primer/probe sets is sufficiently applicable for the detection of contaminant RC in CPC.